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The first release of Elden Ring Game is due in
February 2017. ABOUT ENKIE ENTERTAINMENT INC.
Based in Tokyo, Japan, EnkiE Entertainment Inc.
develops, publishes, and distributes video games
under various brands. The company's main focus is
RPGs and it was one of the first Japanese
companies to recognize and encourage the growth
of the RPG genre in the Western world. There are
currently three active brands under the EnkiE
Entertainment Inc. umbrella: Elden Ring, Star
Ocean, and Guild. Source: Come check us out!
EnkiE Entertainment Inc.: Website: Facebook:
Twitter: Google+: May 15 (Yonhap) -- South Korea's
living costs in food, housing and education are
expected to climb this year due to increased
imports and an expected stronger currency, the
government said on Wednesday. Statistics Korea
said on Tuesday that the nation's food inflation will
likely increase 2.4-percent to 3.2-percent in the
first quarter of the year from the same period last
year, on account of a weak won and high oil prices.
Looking ahead to the second quarter, the
government predicted annual food inflation would
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rise to 4.5-percent by year-end, while private-
sector economists are also eyeing a double-digit
rise. That projection was based on higher imports
and sluggish domestic growth in the food industry,
along with the first consecutive budget deficit in
over a decade. President Lee Myung-bak, who met
with lawmakers to discuss the rising costs of living,
is expected to propose a supplementary budget to
prevent the economy from suffering. The
government on May 9 unveiled a budget deficit of
8 trillion won ($7.2 billion) for the 2012-2013 fiscal
year and forecast an economic growth rate of
5.2-percent, the smallest in seven years. With the
economy slowing down, consumer spending is
being squeezed and inflation is expected to rise.
Amid the volatility, the government has been
taking measures to alleviate the rising living costs
of ordinary people. The government raised
minimum wages for fast food and clothing workers,
as well as agricultural and fishery workers,

Elden Ring Features Key:
Warrior (3 characters)
Knight (6 characters)
Druid (3 characters)
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Cyprian Walker, your name is forgotten in this era. Although you were the cherished heir
of a noble family, your father was killed in the war during the unification of the Dominion
of Zion, leaving a political crisis in your family. Upon the order of your two grandmothers,
you were raised in the form of a nobleman.

Once acclimatized to your present surroundings and gaining your proficiency in battle,
you learn that you are in fact an offspring of the Starseeker, a powerful hunter of the
ancient heroes. You receive a glimpse of the truth regarding your father, which has an
important effect on your future. From then on, you set out to learn the art of combat and
walk the path of your destiny... 

Harvest your spirit when you prove yourself on the battlefield of the Elder Lands. Interact
with the many people you meet on your journey, and become a part of their worlds and
play too! 

What are we talking about? 
1) AN ONLINE ACTION RPG: Even in an age of games, the ground-breaking dev.
team of Crypt of the Necrodancer takes them to the next level by using an online
connection to allow two players to coexist within a single playthrough. This action
RPG features seamless, asynchronous online play to accommodate a light RPG to
hardcore players alike, as well as a Battle Royale mode on the lowest difficulty
setting.

2) A METROSMORPH TRADITIONAL RPG, DISGUISED AS NEW: Although the new
fantasy action RPG RPG is deeply rooted in the Vast World of the Metropolis, it
draws heavily on the dark fantasy and merciless action of the Metropolis. This
includes creepy and unsettling outfits, music, monster designs and more. 

Await for More... 
... and more about that in the future.
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On Heroes of Northern Levant (HONL): Days Of Blood And Beyond (2015) [720p BluRay +
] 

 On Heroes of Northern Levant (HONL): Days Of Blood And Beyond [720p BluRay + ]

All the way from Yokohama, Japan to the Middle East, the bloodiest struggle between
Northmen and Turks is about to begin. Thousands are warriors to be chosen: to be
Knights in the Service of the Gods or simple Warriors to defend the land.
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